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Abstract. Volumemixingratioprofilesofthequantitatively
significant NOy species NO, NO2, HNO3, HNO4, CINO3 and
N2O5weremeasuredremotelyfrom8
to38 kmby theJPL
MkIV FTIR solar absorption spectrometer during balloon flights
from Fairbanks, Alaska (64.8"N, 147.6"W) on May 8 and July 8,
1997.Theobservedratioof
NO, (NO+NO2)toNOy
(total
reactivenitrogen) is I O to 30% greaterthancalculated
by a
steady state model using standard photochemistry constrained by
MkIV measurements of long lived precursors
(e.g., H20, CH4,
CO and N 2 0 ) and SAGE I1 aerosol surface area. The persistence
ofthisdiscrepancyto38
km altitudesuggeststhatprocesses
involving aerosols, such as the reduction of HNO3 on the surface
of soot particles, cannot be the sole explanation. The most likely
resolution tothisdiscrepancy
is thattherateofNO2+OH
+M+HNO3+M(thedominantsinkof
NO,
in
theArctic
stratosphere during times of near continuous solar illumination)
is significantly slower than the currently recommendedrate.

Introduction
Reactionsinvolving NO, (NO+NO2)directlycatalyzethe
removal of stratospheric 0 3 and also affect the efficiency of the
halogen and hydrogen 03-destroying catalytic
cycles
[e.g.,
Salawitch et al., 19941. An accurate assessment of the effects on
0 3 of anthropogenic activities such as emissions of NO, from a
proposed tleet of supersonic aircraft is contingent upon gaining a
good understanding of the ratio of
NO, to total NOy (NO, +
NO3 + HNO3 + 2xN2O5 +HNO2 + HNO4 + CINO3 + BrNO3).
The high latitude summer stratosphere provides an opportunity to
NOy gasesforconditionswhere
examinethepartitioningof
heterogeneous processes, normally the dominant sink of NO, in
the lower stratosphere, are inefficient due to the long periods of
daylight that limit the conversion of
NO, to N2O5.
in
TheJPLMkIVspectrometerobtainsremoteobservations
solarabsorpti6n.
It madesimultaneousmeasurementsofthe
volume mixing ratio (vmr) profiles of the dominant
NOy gases
(NO, NO2, HNO3, CINO3, N2O5, HN04) as well as 0 3 , CH4,
H20, N20, HCI, HOCI, CO and others, during balloon flights on
May8(970508)andJuly8,1997(970708)fromFairbanks,
Alaska (64.8"N, 147.6"W) as part of the ADEOS validation
and
POLARIS missions. Sen et al. [I9981 describe the observational
technique and data retrieval procedure and provide
an extensive
discussionofthemeasurementuncertainty.Observations
on
970508 were obtained during local sunrise while the instrument
was at float (-38 km),whereasobservationson970708were
obtained during ascent close to the time of sunset. Measurements
ofNO
andNO2forbothflightshave
been obtained by
accounting for variations in the abundance of these gases along
of sightduringsunriseorascent.These"diurnal
theline
corrections" are not a significant source of uncertainty for NO2
and NO, at all altitudes, nor for NO above 25 km [Sen et al..
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19981. The accuracy of the spectroscopic parameters used for gas
retrievals are estimated to be 5% for N20, 8% for NO, 10% for
NO2 and 15% for CIN03, HNO3 and N2O5. The error bars used
herefortheMkIVmeasurementsrepresentthe
lo precision,
basedonconsiderationssuchasresiduals
in spectralfitting,
combined in quadrature with these spectroscopic uncertainties.
The photochemical steady state model used in our analysis is
constrained by MkIV measurements of 0 3 , NOy (obtained from
N O X + H N 0 ~ + C I N 0 ~ + 2 x N ~ 0 ~ + Hsince
N Othe
~other
, gases
makeaninsignificantcontribution
to the total), Cly(inferred
from HOCI+CIN03+HCI and model CIO), H20, CH4, CO, temperature, and pressure as well as SAGE I1 zonal, monthly mean
[L. W. Thomason, privatecommunication,
aerosolsurfacearea
19981 and Bry [Wamsley et al., 19981 inferred from MkIV N 2 0
loss rates
vmr profiles. The model assumes that production and
for each species balance over a
24 hour period, for the latitude
andtemperatureprofileoftheobservations,allowingfor
full
diurnal variation of each gas [e.g., Sen et al., 19981. The standard
calculation discussed below (referred to as JPL97) uses reaction
DeMore et al. [1997].
ratesandabsorptioncrosssectionsfrom
We also show model calculations using kinetic parameters from
DeMore et al. [1994](JPL94)todocumentthechange
in
calculated NOx/NOy for the summer polar stratosphere
due to
All
theupdatedrecommendationsforgasphaseprocesses.
calculations use the branching ratio for CIO+OH-+HC1+02 from
Lipson et al. [I9971 and reaction probabilities for heterogeneous
reactions on sulfate aerosols fromDeMore et al. [I 9971.
As discussed
below,
JPL97
themodel
calculations
underestimate measured profiles of
NO,/NOyand N02/HN03
in better
forbothMkIVflights.TheJPL94modelresults
agreement with the observations, due mainlyto a slower rate for

(R1)

N02+OH+M-+HN03+M

relative to the
JPL97
recommendation.
However,
observed
NOx/NOy
and
N02IHN03 are still systematically
underestimated by the JPL94 model. To explore the sensitivity of the
calculatedratios tochanges in thekeykineticparametersthat
regulate NO,, a third set of calculationsis also shown (Model B),
identical to the JPL97 calculation except for a 35% reduction in
the rate for (RI). A decrease to the rate of ( R l ) cannot easily be
distinguished from a comparable increasein the photolysis rate of
HN03 for the conditions of these flights, since these processes
arethemajorsinkandsourceof
NO,, respectively.Model B
should be viewed as a surrogate for the combined changein these
kineticparametersnecessary
to bringthemodelintobetter
agreement with observation for NO,/NOy. The 35% reduction in
( R I ) waschosenbecause
it providesthebestagreementwith
measuredNOx/NOy and N02/HN03 at all altitudes,forboth
flights. Our intent in carrying out these comparisons
is to highlight
areas
for
which
future
research
might
improve
our
understandingofatmosphericchemistry,ratherthan“deriving
rate constants” from atmospheric observations. We have chosen
to vary the rate of (RI) since it has recently undergone revision
by the JPL panel and is the subject of recent laboratory studies,
discussed below, that support a slower rate than the JPL97
rate.

NO,/NOy ratio and nitrogen partitioning
MkIVobservationsofthe
NO,/NOy ratioarelargerthan
calculated values using the JPL97 model at all altitudes above 15
km for both flights (Figure I). This discrepancy is also apparent
forcomparisonswithobservationsofthe
N02/HN03 ratio
(Figure 2). Since NO, becomes the dominant NOy species for
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altitudes above -28 km, the
N02/HN03 ratio provides a more
sensitive test ofourunderstanding
of nitrogenpartitioning at
higheraltitudes.Thepercentagedifferencebetweenmeasured
and calculated NOx/NOy versus altitude for the 970508 flight is
shown in Figure 3a. The largest difference between observation
and the JPL97 calculation occurs near 18 km, with the measured
ratio exceeding the modelby 30% for May and 34% for July.
Lossof
NO, is dominated by N02+0H+M (RI) at all
altitudes for both flights (Figure 3b). Production of NO, occurs
primarily by photolysisofHNO3.Thereaction
HN03+0H
makes its largest contribution to production of NO, (-30% of the
total) below22
km withdiminishingimportance
at higher
altitudes. Heterogeneous reactions, normally the dominant
NO,
sink for the lower stratosphere, make a small contribution to loss
of NO, (-15% of the total at 20 km for 970508) because short
periods
of
darkness
limit
the
efficiency
of
the
N2O5+
H20(sulfate) sink(significantamountsofN2O5areproduced
only at night). Heterogeneous sinks of NO, are less important for
the 970708 flight, which encountered air with nearly continuous
solarillumination.The
BrN03+H20(sulfate) reaction is the
dominant heterogeneous sink of NO, below 22 km for 970508,
and at all altitudes for 970708. The effect of long periods of solar
illumination on NO, was evaluated by setting solar declination to
0" (Le., equinox) and keeping all other JPL97 model parameters
fixed: in this case, calculated NO,/NOy at 20 km is reduced from
0.15 to 0.02 for 970508
and from 0.24 to 0.07 for 970708.
The JPL97 calculation provides a reasonably good simulation
ofthealtitudeprofilesofthevariousNOygasesobserved
by
MkIV on 970508 (Figure 4a). However, the observed profile for
NO2 is systematically underestimated by the model for altitudes
above 16 km, while HN03 is consistentlyoverestimatedabove
25km.Theobserved
NONO2 ratioon970508(notshown)
tends to be lower than calculated below 27 km. Sen et a/. [1998]
offeredseveralpossibleexplanationsofapreviouslynoted
discrepancyfor
NONO2 at midlatitudesthatshouldapply
equallywelltothesehighlatitudeobservations.However,this
issue is unlikely to have a major impact on our understanding of
NO,/NOy since different processes regulate these tworatios.
One ofthemostdramaticdifferencesbetweenthehighlatitude and midlatitude MkIV observations is the sunrise mixing
ratioprofileofN2O5(Figure4b).Above
-25 km,thevmrof
N2O5 is lower in thehighlatituderegionbecause
of shorter
nights that limit its formation. For altitudes below -20 km, N2O5
is enhanced at high-latitudes because the relatively high values of
NO, and 0 3 (the value of [NO,][O3], which regulates nighttime
formation of N2O5, is a factor of -30 larger for the high-latitude
air at 16 km than for mid-latitude air at 16 km) allow for rapid
formation of N2O5 even during the short periods of darkness.
The larger amounts ofNO, and 0 3 observed at high-latitudes are
causedmainly.bydifferences
in tropopauseheight (-9 km for
65"N; -16 km for 35"N). The ability of the model to capture the
dramaticdifferences
in N2O5betweenthetwogeographic
regions indicates that the processes linking
NO,and N2O5 are
well represented by current photochemical theory.
TheJPL94modelexhibitsbetteragreementwiththeMklV
observations than the JPL97 model, but
still underestimates the
observed NO,/NOy
and
N02IHN03 ratios at all altitudes
(Figures 1 , 2 and3a).TheJPL94modelusesaslowerrate
constantfor (Rl) andsmallervaluesforthequantumyieldof
O(1D) fromphotolysisof
0 3 that lead toreduction
a
in
calculated OH. Both of these differences lead to larger values for
calculated NO, relative to the JPL97 model due primarily to a
reduction in the loss rate ofNO, by (RI).
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Excellent agreement between model and measured NOx/NOy
andNO2/HNO3isobtainedat
all altitudes,for both flights,
allowing for a 35% reduction in the JPL97 rate of N02+OH+M
(Model B calculation in Figures 1 through4). This simulation
also results in the best agreement with observed N2O5. Similarly
goodagreementwith all MklV observations is obtained if we
were to allow for a comparable increase in the photolysis rate of
HNO3,sincethesetworeactionsdominatethepartitioning
of
reactive to reservoirNOy at all altitudes.
Examination of the MkIV observations and model results in
thecontextofothermeasurementssuggeststhediscrepancy
between theory and observation of NO,/NOy and NO2IHN03 is
real. Comparison of NOy vs. N 2 0 measured by MkIV to ER-2
observations demonstrates that the MkIV observations of
NOy
are accurate and complete, and that the uncertainty estimates for
NOyarerealistic [Sen et a/., 19981. Uncertainties in calculated
OHare unlikely to be thecause of thediscrepancybecause
concentrations
of
OH
measured
in the
Arctic
stratosphere
by theFIRS-2instrument
between 30 and 50 kmon970430
[Jucks eta/., 19981 and near 20 km by an ER-2 instrument during
POLARIS [P. 0. Wennberg,privatecommunication]typically
exceed ourmodelcalculations
by 15 to 20%. Adjustingour
model togive
betteragreement
with measuredOHwould,
keeping all else fixed, lead to a larger discrepancy for the two
ratios due to the dominant role of (RI). Variations in latitude of
thesampledairmassesseveraldaysprior
to observation may
affecttheNOx/NOyratio
due toitsdependenceonlengthof
night.However,calculatedNOx/NOy
vs. latitude(keeping all
elsefixed
in themodel)approachesaconstantvalue
with
increasing latitude near the location of the observations and the
photochemical lifetime of NO, is fairly short (-5 days at 20 km
for970708,andshorterathigheraltitudes).Neglectingpast
in themodel
variations in latitude of thesampledairmasses
simulations is therefore unlikely to be the primary cause
of the
discrepancy. Finally, an analysis of extensive ER-2 observations
20 km
hasrevealedasimilardiscrepancyforNOx/NOynear
during Arctic summer [Gao et a/., 19991.
The discrepancy between observed and calculated NO,/NOy
of one or more of the
and NO2/HNO3 likely means either the rate
processes identified in Figure 3b is represented incorrectly in the
model or a key process that cycles reservoir NOy species to NO,
is omitted. It has been proposed that HNO3-+NO2 on the surface
of soot particles may provide an important source
of NO, not
represented in most models [e.g., L a y et a/., 19971. Stratospheric
soot is believed to originate from combustion in aircraft engines
and should have little influence above-20 km. The persistence of
or
the discrepancy to -35km argues against reactions on soot,
any processinvolvingaerosols,beingthesoleexplanation.
Additionally, the recent laboratory studyby Choi and Leu [19981
has shown HNO3-+N02 does not occur on soot for stratospheric
conditions. At this
time,
there
are
no
proposed
“missing”
processes capable of resolving the discrepancyat all altitudes.
It is unlikely that uncertainties in the rate of HN03fOH could
entirely resolve the discrepancy since this reaction is a relatively
minor source of NO, (Figure 3b). Brown et a/. [1999b] describe
laboratory measurements that show the rate of HNO3+0H may
be -33% faster than the JPL97 rate for conditions near 20 km.
Foraltitudesbelow
-25 km,where
HNO3+0H is nona
negligiblesource of NO,, calculated NO, wouldagreemore
closely with observation allowing for this faster rate. However, a
significant reduction (e.g., 30%) in the JPL97 rate of (Rl) or a
comparable increase in the photolysis rate of HN03 would still
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be required to obtain good agreement with measured
and NO2/HN03 above 20 km.

NO,/NOy

Discussion and Implications
A substantial reduction in the JPL97 rate ofNOz+OH+M( R I )
is aviableresolutionformostofthediscrepancybetween
calculations
and
the
MkIV
observations
of
NO,/NOy
and
NO2/HNO3. Donahue et al. [1997] reported a value for kl [the
rate constant of (Rl)] at room temperature that was -20% slower
than the DeMore et al. [1994] (JPL94) rate. The JPL97 fit for kl
included the Donahue et al. [I9971 data, but was done using a
differentweightingmethodthanthat
used forpreviousrecommendations. Consequently, for temperatures and pressures of the
lower stratosphere, the JPL97 value for kl is considerably faster
than the JPL94 value as well as the "historical" laboratory measurements of kl [Anderson et al., 1974; Anastasi and Smith, 1976;
Wine et al., 19791.
Recently Dransfield et al. [1999] and Brown et al. [I 999al
have reported laboratory measurements of k l that are -20 to 30%
slower than the JPL97 value for temperaturesand pressures of the
lowerstratosphere.Thesenewlaboratorymeasurementsfor
kl
agree well with the "historical" data and are being incorporated
[D. M.
intoareevaluationoftheJPLrateforNO2+OH+M
Golden,privatecommunication,
19981. Itis likelythatthereevaluated rate for ( R l ) will be less than the full 35% reduction of
theJPL97ratenecessarytogive
"best" agreementwiththe
observations.
The
remaining
discrepancy
lies within
the
measurementuncertainty,butmaysuggesttheneedforminor
revisions in our treatment of HNO3 photolysis, OH+HNO3, or
the BrNO3+H2O heterogeneous sink ofNO,.
Numerouspreviousstudies(basedonJPL94kinetics)have
documented good agreement between theory and observations of
NO,/NOy acquired in the lower stratosphere at midlatitudes [e.g,
Salawitch et al., 1994; Cao et al., 1997; Sen et al., 19981. For
each of these studies, heterogeneous chemistry was the dominant
sink of lower stratospheric NO, and a reduction in kl therefore
would have been inconsequential. L a y et al. [1997], Morris et
al. [19971, and Senet al. [19981 haveshownthatobserved
NO,/NOy at midlatitudes exceeds calculated values at altitudes
where ( R I ) is a significant sink of NO,. These discrepancies are
consistent with the present study, whose most notable aspect
is
the dominant role of(R1) for loss of NO, at all altitudes.
A reduction in therateofNO2+OH+Mwillincreasethe
calculatedcontributionof
NO, to catalyticremovalofstratospheric 0 3 at all altitudes for polar regions during periods of near
continuous solar illumination. Allowing in the model for a 35%
reduction in kl (Model B) leads to small (< loo/) increases in the
total 0 3 loss rate at altitudes below -18 km for conditions of the
two MkIV flights because decreases in the efficiency of 0 3 loss
due to the HO, and CIO, cycles offset the increase in 0 3 loss
due to NO,. The change in the total 0 3 loss rate for the Model B
calculation increases with altitude from 18 to 24 km, reaching a
maximumincreaseof-25%(comparedtoJPL97)between
24
and 28 km. Multi-dimensional models are required to assess the
implications
reduction
of
a
in kl for
the
sensitivity
of
stratospheric 0 3 to various anthropogenic perturbations, such as
emissions of NO, and sulfate aerosol from a proposed fleet of
supersonic aircraft [e.g., Gao et al., 19991.
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Figure 1. MkIV observations of the NO,/NOy, ratio at sunrise
and on ascent, as indicated, for balloon flights In the Arctic on
970508 and 970708. Model calculations of NO,/NO (see text)
for the solar zenith angleof the observations are also sxown.
Figure 2. Same as Figure 1 , for the NO2/HNO3 ratio measured
by MkIV.
Figure 3. (Left panel) Percentage difference between measured
NO,/NO and values from each of the model calculations for the
970508 d g h t . (Right panel) 24 hour average rates for the sources
and sinks of NO, as well as the total NO, loss rate, calculated
using the JPL97 model for the 970508 flight. Loss of NO, by all
heterogeneous reactions are summed in the ''Bet. Loss" curve.
Figure 4. (Left panel) MkIV observations of the individualNOy
gasesatsunriseandcalculatedvaluesforthe970508flight.
(Right panel) MkIV observztious of sunrise N2O5 on 970508 at
65-70"N and on 930926 at 35"N compared to model profiles. For
clarity, only the Model B calculation is shown for 930926.
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Figure 1. MkIV observations of the NO,/NO ratio at sunrise and on ascent, as indicated, for balloon flights in the Arctic on 970508
and 970708. Model calculations of NOx/NOy
(‘,e, text) for the solar zenith angle of the observations are also shown.
Figure 2. Same as Figure 1 , for the NO2/HNO3 ratio measured by MkIV
Figure 3. (Left panel) Percentage difference between measured
NO,/NOyand
values from each of the model calculations for the
970508 flight. (Right panel) 24 hour average rates for the sources and sinksNO,
of as well as the total NO, loss rate, calculated using
the JPL97 model for the 970508 flight.
Loss of NO, by all heterogeneous reactions are summed in the “Het. Loss” curve.
Figure 4. (Left panel) MkIV observations of the individual NOy gases at sunrise and calculated values for the 970508 flight. (Right
panel) MkIV observations of sunrise N2O5 on 970508
at 65-70”N and on 930926 at 35”N compared to model profiles. For clarity,
only the Model B calculation is shown for 930926.
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